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Forward-looking statements & non-GAAP financial measures
This webcast presentation contains forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties, and assumptions, including statements regarding Box’s expectations regarding
the size of its market opportunity, its leadership position in the cloud content management market, the demand for its products, the impact of its acquisitions on future Box
product offerings, the benefits to its customers from completing acquisitions, the time needed to integrate acquired businesses into Box, the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on its business, its ability to grow and scale its business and drive operating efficiencies, its ability to achieve revenue targets and billings expectations, its ability to
achieve profitability on a quarterly or ongoing basis, its free cash flow, its ability to continue to grow unrecognized revenue and remaining performance obligations, the timing
of recent and planned product introductions, enhancements and integrations, the short- and long-term success, market adoption and retention, capabilities, and benefits of
such product introductions and enhancements, the success of strategic partnerships, its revenue, billings, gross margin, GAAP and non-GAAP net income (loss) per share, nonGAAP operating margins for future periods, the related components of GAAP and non-GAAP net income (loss) per share, weighted-average outstanding share count
expectations for Box’s fiscal second quarter and full fiscal year 2022, the KKR-led investment and achievement of its potential benefits, any potential repurchase of its common
stock, whether, when, in what amount and by what method (whether by tender offer or otherwise) any such repurchase would be consummated, and the share price of any
such repurchase.
There are a significant number of factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from statements made in this presentation, including: (1) adverse changes in
general economic or market conditions, including those caused by the COVID-19 pandemic; (2) delays or reductions in information technology spending; (3) factors related to
Box’s highly competitive market, including but not limited to pricing pressures, industry consolidation, entry of new competitors and new applications and marketing initiatives
by Box’s current or future competitors; (4) the development of the cloud content management market; (5) the risk that Box’s customers do not renew their subscriptions,
expand their use of Box’s services, or adopt new products offered by Box on a timely basis, or at all; (6) Box’s ability to provide timely and successful enhancements and
integrations, new features, integrations and modifications to its platform and services; (7) actual or perceived security vulnerabilities in Box’s services or any breaches of Box’s
security controls; (8) Box’s ability to realize the expected benefits of its third-party partnerships; (9) the potential impact of shareholder activism on Box’s business and
operations; and (10) Box’s ability to successfully integrate acquired businesses and achieve the expected benefits from those acquisitions. Further information on these and
other factors that could affect the forward-looking statements we make in this presentation can be found in the documents that we file with or furnish to the US Securities and
Exchange Commission, including Box's most recent Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed for the fiscal quarter ended April 30, 2021.
You should not rely on any forward-looking statements, and we assume no obligation, nor do we intend, to update them. All information in this presentation is as of June 28,
2021.
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Our mission is to power how the world works together
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Three megatrends are driving the future of work

Work anywhere

Digital-first

Secure

Work happens anywhere, anytime,

Every customer, partner, and

Ransomware, cybersecurity threats,

from any app or device

employee interaction is digital

and compliance challenges increasing
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We need a new approach to content in the cloud

On-prem
file servers

Enterprise
content
management

Centralized

Lifecycle governance

network storage

designed for admins,

Enterprise file
sync and share
Easy access and sharing
designed for individual

consumers

Cloud content
management
One secure platform
for the entire content
journey, integrated into

all your apps

not end users

1990s

2000s

2010s

Today
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Today, the content lifecycle is fragmented across systems
Publishing
eSignature
Collaboration
Security
Content Management
File Storage

Fragmented content leads to major
security and compliance risks

Users left with complicated IT
stack driving down productivity
and slowing critical workflows

Enterprises spending on redundant
technology driving up IT costs

The Box Content
Cloud powers the
entire content
lifecycle in a single
integrated platform
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We are building the most extensive content platform
Integrations

Web

Custom

LOB systems
Third-party apps

Desktop

Employee apps

Mobile

Customer apps

APIs
Content services
Files, folders, metadata

Secure sharing

Collaboration

Workflow

E-signature

Search

Analytics

AI/ML
Intelligence

Security and compliance
Permissions

PII scanning

Classifications

Threat detection

Audit trails

Governance

Encryption

Security integrations: Splunk, Okta, Microsoft MIP, Palo Alto Networks, Mobile Iron, AirWatch

Scalable, cloud-native global infrastructure

Data residency
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That powers mission critical workflows across the enterprise
Operations

R&D

Field operations, Supply
chain collaboration

Product design and development,
R&D documentation management

Sales
Client collaboration and
onboarding, Sales enablement

Marketing
Digital asset management,
Agency collaboration

HR
Improve employee training,
HR records management

Finance
Virtual deal rooms, Fiscal
planning workflows
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Protect your content

Empower your people

Connect your business
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Our strategy for driving profitable growth at Box

We are going after
a large ~$50B+
market opportunity,
with significant
tailwinds

We are building the
leading Content
Cloud that powers
critical workflows
across the enterprise

We will go wider
and deeper with our
100K+ customers
through our land
and expand motion

We will drive
significantly higher
growth and operating
margins to achieve
Rule of 40 by FY24
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Thanks!

